Susanne Boerner

Most of all always with a clear yes to life. Sometimes seriously and sometimes surprisingly looking. But which connects people and empowers positive energy in all of us. Really important in life what is worth demonstrating and standing up for without violence without hatred we show the power of Think Positive.

THE IDEA

THE PROJECT STARTS WITH HANDMADE 1000 FIGURES. EACH FIGURE HAS ITS OWN CHARACTER, ITS OWN MESSAGE, A DISTINCTIVE NUMBERED ORIGINAL WHICH ONE SUITS YOU BEST? SHOW FLAG BY GIVING ONE OR MORE FIGURES A PLACE IN YOUR LIFE. SHOW YOUR FRIENDS YOU WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE WITH HEART BY ART FOR A BETTER WORLD.

BE PART OF THE ART.

Susanne Boerner®

Susanne Boerner is the artist behind Handmade 100% ‘Woman Power’. Susanne Boerner’s Artworks are always made from regional raw materials. Our production and operations are safe and sustainable. This is quality made in Germany at its best.

Susanne Boerner®

Making of

Numbered Edition